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***************************************************************************** 

* Defense Property Accountability System * 

* * 

* Release 3.0.02 15 JUNE, 2015 * 

* Release Notes * 

***************************************************************************** 

 
Release 3.0.02 for the Defense Property Accountability System (DPAS) was 

released on June 15, 2015. This release corrects program deficiencies 

identified by the user community and through testing by the development teams. 

There is no action required by the user to receive the update. 

 

Warehouse Management Module: 

This release contains the following Help Tickets: 

Receiving 

 LPWHN19 – Receiving  

o Users reported a deficiency that occurred when attempting to 

cancel a Pending Due-In receipt from Receiving. The code was 

modified to correct the validation logic so users can 

successfully cancel documents (Help Ticket #1085). 

Stock Number AUD 

 LPCTN01 -  Stock Number AUD 

o Users reported a deficiency that occurred when adding an NSN with 

a LIN/TAMCN from the Technical Data Management System (TDMS) on 

the Stock Number AUD screen when using a catalog with the 

Colloquial Name functionality in use.  The code was modified to 

correctly determine which LIN/TAMCN to select when committing the 

new Stock Number to the database (Help Ticket #2163). 

DD Form 1348 

 LPWHR01 – DD Form 1348 

o Users reported a deficiency on the DD Form 1348 which was showing 

the incorrect DoDAAC to be displayed on the ‘Ship From’ and ‘Ship 

To’ fields. After investigating, it was determined the fields 

were displaying the Owning DoDAAC fields and was corrected to 

display the Warehouse DoDAAC (Help Ticket #2179).  

General 

 General – Warehouse 

o Users reported multiple screen displays and layouts within the 

Warehouse application as being unusable. After further research, 

it was determined that the user’s web browser were upgraded to 

Internet Explorer 11 and caused the application to render 

incorrectly.  The code rendering these problem areas was updated 

to accommodate the changes made in IE 11 (Help Ticket #2315). 


